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*	5. Quantitative Determination of the Different Fibres in Mixed
Fabrics.—The aim of this determination is to ascertain the quantities of
the various fibres constituting a fabric, e.g., the quantities of wool and
il	cotton in a flannel, or the quantity of silk in a mixed fabric containing this
,'j	fibre, etc.
1	Two methods are available :  By unravelling, and by chemical means.
The first is the simpler and more certain method and consists in separating
! <	mechanically the threads of different types and weighing each separately.
This method may be used only when the weft and warp are each composed
'	of only one textile material, e.g., when the weft is wool alone and the warp
[	cotton alone.
*	In all cases when the fabric does not fulfil such condition, as, for in-
*<	stance, with fabrics made with mixed yarns, in those with silk interwoven,
I	etc., or when the fabric cannot be unravelled, the analysis must be made
•,	by chemical means, the various fibres being separated by suitable solvents.
,	In some cases the two methods may be used simultaneously.   For
/	instance, where it is possible to separate mechanically the threads of the
l	warp from those of the weft and only the former are of mixed yarn, these
alone need be subjected to analysis by chemical means.
tf(	(A) unravelling method.   A piece of the fabric, cut exactly along
{'	the warp and weft threads and without ragged edges, is weighed.   With
\	worked tissues, brocaded, embroidered and the like, the sample must be
\,',	so cut that it represents the whole design or a proportional part of it.   The
}	fibres of different kinds are then separated with suitable tweezers, collected
in tared weighing bottles and weighed.
(B) chemical method.    General:  Chemical analysis gives the various,
f^	fibres composing a fabric in the dry state, so that it is necessary to determine,
<;	besides the fibres, also the moisture, the dressing and the colouring matter.
|f,r	When the percentage composition of the fabric is known—dry fibres (wool,
If1	cotton, etc.), moisture, dressing and colour—calculation of the composition
'^	in yarns, as is obtained by the mechanical method, requires the proportional
<'	distribution of the dressing and colour to the different fibres, and the dis-
^	tribution of the moisture found to the fibres in accordance with so-called
^	coefficients of normal moisture.   These have the following values (Solaro).
I]
ff	Referred to 100         Referred to 100
<fit	parts of Fibre.         parts of Dry Fibre
;f	Cotton		7-50	8-11
^	Wool		i r-oo	12-36
f'j	Silk		8-50	9-29
'(*	Black, weighted silk       .        .        .	12-00	13-64
||	White or coloured weighted silk      .     9-00	9-89
ff|
fc	Calculation of the composition of a fabric from the data given by chemical
/!f	analysis is carried out as follows :
«i
»|l	Let:   U = percentage of total moisture
||	A = percentage of dressing and colour, together
/i> /*» /a         .        .    = percentages of pure dry fibres
(*i* a%, &%	•    = dressing and colour for each fibre

